Upcoming events
Mini Series 1 | July 23 | 1pm - 2.30pm
Register here and join the Kick-off for the IPDET Online Program 2020!
Alison Evans (Director-Generale Evaluation at the World Bank Group) will
share her thoughts about evaluation in the current context and Reinhard
Stockmann (CEval | IPDET Steering Committee) will explain more about
the Evaluation Capacity Development Approach that lies at the core of
IPDET. Participation is free of charge. More information here.

July 7-13
Register here and participate in the first Evaluation Hackathon ever!
10 challenges have been crowdsourced from our community that reflect real-life
issues in the evaluation sector which are triggered or enforced by COVID-19. Join
a team to think out of the box, collaborate and create solutions to a challenge of
your choice within a week. The participation is free of charge. The three most
promising outcomes will be awarded with incredible prices and presented in our
Mini Series 2 on July 21! Find detailed information on the challenges, schedule and awards here.

Application for Scholarships is open!
We offer 8 online workshops covering highly relevant topics delivered by our
renowned international faculty. See the full program here and detailed
information on the scholarship application criteria here.

Resources
Stefanie Krapp, Head of IPDET, and Jason Mayfield, IEG, have been
interviewed by Reinhard Stockmann during the CEval Evaluation Day
- watch the recording if you have missed it (the talk starts at 5h 51min
in the stream)!

IPDET community voices

We are excited to cooperate with EvalYouth to launch the Evaluation Hackathon in July. As far as we know, it
will be the first of its kind! Let us introduce you to Antonina, who is one of the driving forces behind EvalYouth
and an active member of the IPDET/EvalYouth Evaluation Hackathon.

Meet our Partner and Alumni:
Antonina Rishko-Porcescu

IPDET in 3 words
Learning, Reflection, Inspiration

What´s the special thing about the
IPDET community?
The community of professionals who
are eager to share and grow.
Who is your role model?
Youth leaders who dare to build the
door if keys are not good enough
What book inspired you?
At work: Most Significant Change
Technique by Rick Davies&Jess Dart;
The Evaluator's CookBook By
A.McCabe and K.Hordley
At home: Rest, play, grow by
D.Macnamara (I have a 4-year-old
daughter)
What encourages you during this
time?
EvalYouth volunteers, who are
creating space for empowering young
people all around the world

Antonina is Ukrainian but she has been living in 7 other countries
so far. She has a PhD in Sociology and a strong passion for data
visualization and using innovative participatory tools. Currently,

she is working as Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning
Consultant in UNFPA EECARO in Istanbul. Antonina is deeply
engaged in the YEEs (Young and Emerging Evaluators)
movement and from 2015 she has been involved in global and
regional EvalYouth networks in different leadership positions.
Her favorite dish is good salad with fish :)

